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Introduction
The two stained-glass windows of our guest house at Borgo Santo
Spirito, placed in the chapel and the lobby, express a fundamental
truth of our faith: the Triune God’s saving love, which pours out
on the universe and on all human beings through Jesus Christ,
crucified and risen, who becomes visible and active in his Church
today through the work of the Holy Spirit.
The windows’ pictorial motifs are simple in their essence, but fully
in line with the ancient painting and sculpture tradition coming
from the early centuries of Christianity, which from the very
beginning tried to put into practice the Lord’s commandment of
“evangelizing all nations”, not only with words, but with any
means that could convey the newness of the Gospel. Art in its
different expressions has been one of most successful ways of
accomplishing this mission throughout the centuries. With the
universal language of images, it managed to express in a plastic
way the beauty of Christ and his New Covenant in all its power.
Across different cultures, these pictorial figures acquired a
catechetical meaning beyond their ornamental function in places
of worship, Christian tombs, and so forth, compensating for the
lack of written texts and, most of all, making the Gospel message
alive and immediate for ordinary people.
Our stained-glass windows recover this tradition and offer it to a
modern visually-driven society, which has good education levels, if
you wish, but often lacks words and images to express the divine,
and the full meaning of being human that becomes clear through
our relationship with God. The ancient symbols they picture, taken
from the Church tradition, are a way to express and communicate
the message of salvation to modern-day people, who are often
distracted and indifferent, but always in need to recover the
“foundation of being” and “the spirit of things”.
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So let us carry on with this evangelization tradition, beginning with
the following brief explanation of the symbols, without referring
to the windows’ visual composition yet.
1) Meaning of the symbols
“Symbols bring something to life through their link with images,
which always refer to something else and are not just “objects”,
according to the etymological meaning of the term: something
that has been put before us. Images are engaging realities, inviting
us to go beyond”1.
DOVE: Since the dawn of Christianity, the dove is associated to
particular interventions of God in the lives of people. It had a close
relationship with the sacrament of baptism, since John the Baptist
saw a dove descending from heaven upon Jesus when he baptized
him (Mt 3:16). Very soon, however, the dove acquired a wider
meaning related to all special divine interventions in the midst of
humankind, eventually becoming the typical symbol of the Holy
Spirit.
FIRE: flames and fire are another representation of the Holy
Spirit’s indwelling. This symbolical language mainly comes from
the Old Testament, when God acted or manifested himself
through storm or fire (Ez 3:2; Ps 29:5; 1 Kgs 18:38). Since Christian
theology states that God manifests himself through the Holy
Spirit, this biblical symbolism lead to the representation of the
Spirit through fire. The story of the first Christian Pentecost is an
example of this association. Consequently, given the image of fire,
which frequently has a ruby coloring, red became the color
symbolizing the Holy Spirit.
MOUNTAIN: most religions consider mountains as places where
Heaven meets Earth, probably because of their height and the
mystery surrounding them. Many countries have a holy mountain
1

J. VIDAL. Sacro, simbolo, creatività. Jaca Book, Milano 1999, p. 45-46.
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where allegedly the world began, gods dwell, or salvation began.
The Bible kept these beliefs and purified them. Mountains had a
special connotation in the Old Testament, and Yahweh was the
“God of the Mountains” (one of the possible meanings of the
name El Shaddai attributed to God in the Old Testament) but also
the “God of the Valleys” (1 Kgs 3:23.28). With Christ, however,
Mount Zion ceases to be the “Navel of the World” (Ez 38:12)
because God does not want to be worshiped neither on this
mountain nor on the other, but in spirit and truth (Jn 4:20-24).
Nevertheless, this does not mean that mountains lack a symbolic
function. Because of their majesty, mountains were a symbol of
stability in the Old Testament. While people pass away, mountains
remain, which is the reason why mountains sometimes
symbolized God’s faithful justice (Ps 36:7). They are also a sign of
power standing high above the plains, which are often ravaged by
natural disasters, offering shelter to those who take refuge,
especially to people being persecuted (Gen 19:17; Ps 11:1).
However, righteous people must always remember that their help
comes from God (Ps 121). Otherwise, they would place their trust
on a creature, which would then become a symbol of pride like
the superb Babylon, ruler of the world (Jer 51:25). Mountains
were before God, and hence the imagery associated to them
included the fact that they could be jubilant, or consumed by fire,
levelled out, and so on (Ps 89:13; Is 45:2).
Although being transient and subject to transformation as any
creature, some mountains had a lasting and glorious function. The
utmost place of revelation, Mount Horeb or Sinai, “God’s
Mountain”, was the holy ground where Moses received his
vocation (Ex 30:1.5), a place that God made sacred through the
gift of his Law (Ex 24:12-18) and the presence of his glory (Ex
24:16). Elijah climbed up this mountain (1 Kgs 19:18) wanting to
hear God’s voice. Other prophets loved to spend time and pray up
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in the mountains like Moses did (Ex 17:9), such as Elijah and Elisha
on Mount Carmel (1 Kgs 18:42; 2 Kgs 9; 4:25).
High mountains were places of worship were people could
encounter the Lord. Sacrifices had to take place on altars, which
were elevated platform (Ex 24:4). At the end of time, everything
will be transformed, and Mount Zion will have an eschatological
role (Is 2:2).
Mountains have different meanings in the life of Jesus according
to the synoptic gospels. They agree on the fact that Jesus loved to
retire to the mountains and pray (Mt 14:23 and parallels) because
the desert-like solitude was a shelter from the noisy popularity
surrounding him. They also agree particularly in ignoring Mount
Zion, and in mentioning the Mount of Olives and Mount Tabor,
each under a different perspective.
According to Matthew, the mounts of Galilee are the privileged
place where the Savior manifests himself. Two scenes taking place
on a mountain framed the life of Jesus: at the beginning, Satan
offers him the power to rule the world (Mt 4:8); at the end, Jesus
bestows the power he had received from the Father on his
disciples (Mt 28:16). Jesus instructs the crowd on a mount (Mt
5:1), although the text does not indicate the concrete name of
these places. Luke presents the “ascent” to Jerusalem as the way
to glory, and focuses mainly on the Mount of Olives.
SHIP: all maritime cultures have compared human life to the
crossing of the sea, whose dangers evoke the difficulties of life.
Since this traditional image had nothing to do with any particular
pagan deity, Christians adopted it without difficulty and colored it
with their own religious ideas. For example, a boat arriving at a
harbor leading to a new country represented the Christian belief
in death as the entrance in eternal life. Consequently, they
depicted boats and ships of all shapes and sizes on small and large
tombstones in the catacombs.
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Soon after, to indicate the presence Jesus as the pilot of Christian
life, they added a Christogram (monogram of Christ) at the side of
the boat, a symbol that became the emblem of Christ.
Then they portrayed Jesus himself on the boat, with the four
evangelists at his side, and hence the boat became a symbol of his
teaching. Subsequently, the boat became a symbol of the Church
in her role of transmitting the Master’s teachings from one
generation to the next. Christ guides the boat that represents the
Church to destination. Christians depicted Him either as the
steersman directing the boat or through a Chirstogram on its side.
Christian artists frequently used the boat as a symbol of the
Church is their paintings and frescoes. They frequently
represented biblical and hagiographical narratives together with
the boat, for example the crossing of Lake Gennesaret, Jesus
walking on water to meet his disciples, and the like.
FISHING: an activity widely practiced in Lake Gennesaret, where
Jesus often preached. It is interesting to note that the name
Bethsaida, Peter and Andrew’s hometown, means “Fish House” in
Aramaic. The Gospels often portray “the Sea of Galilee”, “the
casting of nets into the sea”, “the tidying of the nets”, and groups
of boats and fishermen. Speaking to his disciples, Jesus says “I will
make you fishers of people”. The disciples are like fishermen, and
Jesus calls them to invite men and women to enter the Kingdom
of Heaven, and to commit themselves to truth and justice.
Compared to fishermen (Mt 13:47-50), they collect everyone in
the nets of the Kingdom, the righteous and the sinner, calling
them to conversion and salvation. At the end of times, the angels
will take their place, leading the righteous to eternal glory and
obstinate evildoers to condemnation. We can add that the fish
became a symbol of Christ in the Christian tradition because of the
“ichthùs” Greek acrostic: Ièsus Christòs Theoù Uiòs Sòter (Jesus
Christ, Son of God, Savior). Tertullian wrote: “We, small fish, take
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the name from Jesus Christ; we are born from water, and it is only
by remaining in the water that we will be saved” (II-III century).
Symbolic reading of the stained-glass windows
a) Chapel window
The chapel window portrays a dove with outstretched wings in the
foreground, as it descends from heaven to earth. It embraces
much of the lower part of the central oval, calling to mind the
verse of the responsorial psalm from the liturgy of Pentecost:
“Your Spirit, oh Lord, fills the earth”. The window consists of two
clearly visible areas, heaven and earth, which are separate and
interpenetrated at the same time. God’s action establishes a
dialogue with humanity, pouring the mystery of his Trinitarian
love, represented by the darkness above the oval, through his
Spirit, who vivifies, transforms and sanctifies. This dialogue finds
its highest expression in the New Covenant sealed by the Father’s
only-begotten son, the Incarnate Word who is present in the
Church through the Holy Spirit under the guise of the Eucharist,
mystery of passion and resurrection: “Father, we bring you these
gifts. We ask you to make them holy by the power of your Spirit,
that they may become the body and blood of your Son, our Lord
Jesus Christ, at whose command we celebrate this Eucharist”
(Epiclesis, Eucharistic Prayer III).
The white and yellow circle almost overriding the mountain is, in
fact, a symbol of the Eucharistic bread that is “broken” and given.
It represents the life of Christ, shed for our salvation. All the
evocative power of the white and yellow tones recalls the light of
the resurrection.
The window portrays two mountains – almost overlapping, but
still different, finally merging at the summit – representing the
earth and humankind, which are the objects of God’s love. This is
an evident allusion to our charism, which we keep as a symbol in
the first house of the Congregation. In a broader sense, however,
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it is a symbol of all charisms poured out onto the Church through
the work of the Holy Spirit, portrayed here also under the form of
red flames spreading alongside both mountains, recalling the
narrative of the first Pentecost in the Acts of the Apostles. The
mountains rise up toward the sky representing the longing of
humankind for God, who actually comes out of Himself to meet us
in the light of revelation, which the clearer inner circle represents.
The blue semicircle over the dove signifies the grace of God
preceding each human desire and action that aim at knowing Him
and living a righteous life. However, Christians enjoy divine life
thanks to the contemplation of the mystery of Christ, and
therefore the Eucharistic circle overrides the mountains.
b) Lobby window
This window portrays a boat crossing a stormy sea, with the
mainsail open to the wind and firmly attached to the mast, under
a red-clouded sky. On the boat’s side, a net full of fish is resisting
the fury of the sea that threatens to tear it apart.
The contradiction between the fury of the storm and the strength
of the boat under the clouds descending from heaven captures
our sight.
Again, the relationship between “Heaven” and “Earth” becomes
evident through the different pictorial elements. The sea, a
traditional symbol of chaos, nothingness and evil – but still a
creature of God submitted to Him – represents the world and
human life always in mortal danger because of the dark struggle
between good and evil. Christ is facing the sea, bringing about
divine power, which overcomes the “storm” and becomes evident
through the symbol of the boat. The New Testament often
portrays Jesus in connection with the sea: walking on the water to
reach his disciples (Mk 6:49; Jn 6:19) or calming down the storm
with his powerful message of “quiet now, be calm!” (Mk 4:39). The
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window presents Him as the Savior through the symbol of a strong
and stable boat defeating the fury of the waves. The boat also
symbolizes his Church holding steady to the imposing mast that
represents the cross, on which the flag of the Risen One waves.
Christ, the great helmsman, governs the boat of the Church as it
sails through the sea of history under the red moving clouds that
represent the Holy Spirit, which leads her towards the safe harbor
of the Father’s eternal love. The net full of fish on the boat’s side
symbolizes the Kingdom of God that summons everyone through
the Church until the end of time. We could picture there the
image of the disciples that Jesus made “fishers of people”,
particularly Simon Peter, the fisherman, to whom Christ entrusted
his Church: “So I now say to you: you are Peter and on this rock I
will build my community. And the gates of the underworld can
never overpower it. I will give you the keys of the kingdom of
Heaven: whatever you bind on earth will be bound in heaven;
whatever you loose on earth will be loosed in heaven” (Mt 16:1819)2.

Cfr. R. GILLES, Il simbolismo dell’arte religiosa, Ed. Arkeios, 1993. M. COCAGNAC, I
simboli biblici. Lessico teologico e spirituale, Edizioni Dehoniane Bologna 1993. X. LEONDUFOUR (a cura di), Dizionario di teologia biblica, Marietti, Casale Monferrato 1971.
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